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1. CONCLUSIONS

1. The principles, theory and knowledge on the behavior of

glaciers that have evolved through the past one hundred

years indicate that only confined glacier flow is a

major erosional agent. Unconfined, areally flowing ice

sheets such as those present over the Canadian Shield

during the Pleistocene Period modified the landscape

very little.

2. White (1972) was the only serious worker in the last few

years who suggested that continental ice sheets were

major agents of erosion and were responsible for erosion

of hundreds of meters of material from the Canadian and

Fennoscandian shield areas. His conclusions have been

challenged extensively vi theoretical and practical

grounds. Field ev'dence indicates that White's ideas are

untenable. (See conclusions on the section on the amount

of continental glacial erosion).

3. The major part of the Canadian Shield has probably lost

no more than tens of meters of material through glacial

erosion. Certain areas have only been slightly modified.

The only sign of relatively deep glacier erosion is near

the contact with Paleozoic rocks (eg. Great Pear Lake)

and in the eastern and northern mountainous region where

the ice in part may have been confined.

4. The potential for deep glacial erosion in future

glaciations over the Canad4an Shield area is low.



CONCLUSIONS

1. Selon les principes, les théories et les connaissances qui" ont cours

depuis un siècle environ sur le comportement des glaciers^ il n'y

aurait que l'écoulement glaciaire confiné qui contribuerait de façon

marquee 3 l'érosion. Non confiné, l'écoulement en surface des

calottes de glace, comme celles du Bouclier canadien au Pleistocene,

ne modifie que très peu la configuration du terrsin.

2. White (1972) est le seul chercheur sérieux S avoir- suggéré, ces

de;.rÎKie" anr.âes, que les calottes de glace continentales sont de

grands agents d'érosion, ayant entraîné l'érosion de centaines de

mètres de matériau provenant des Boucliers canadien et fennoscandiens

Ses conclusions ont été durement attaquées tant sur le plan théorique

que sur le plan pratique. D'après lfts travaux qui ont été faits

sur le terrain, ses idées seraient insoutenables. (Voir les

conclusions présentées au chapitre sur le degré d'érosion glaciaire

continental.)

3. La majeure partie du Bouclier canadien n'a probablement pas perdu

plus de dix mètres de matériau sous l'effet de l'érosion glaciaire.

Certaines régions n'ont été modifiées que très légèrement. Le seul

signe d'érosion relativement profonde se trouve près de la zone de

contact avec la roche paléc^olque (p. ex. le Grand lac de l'Ours) et

dans la région montagneuse de l'est et du nord où la glace peut avoir

été partiellement confinée.



Nuclear waste disposal sites, based only upon potential

glacial erosion, should be located a few hundred meters

below the surface in curnpetent, fractureiess crystalline

shield bedrocK, in relatively relief less terrain, a few

hundred kilometers away from the Paleozoic boundary.
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4. La probabilité d'érosior. glaciaire profonde en cas de glaciation

future du Bouclier canadien est faible. En ne se fondant que sur la

probabilité d'érosion glaciaire, il faudrait que les déchets

nucléaires soient enfouis a quelques centaines de mètres au-dessous

de la surface du sol, dans des assises rocheuses rigides, cristallines

et sans failles, sur des terrains relativement plats, à quelques

centaines de kilometres de la limite palëozolque.



2. INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of this report is to estimate the

depth of erosion of successive continental glaciations over

low relief terrain of varying rocK types by reviewing and

evaluating published literature. This information will be

considered when the Atomic Energy Control Board reviews

applications for subsurface nuclear waste disposal sites in

Canada. Emphasis is placed upon crystalline terrain of the

Canadian Shield area, the most likely region for disposal

sites, the reasons for which will become apparent. Secondary

objectives include discussion of the effects of glacial

meltwater erosion, the number and duration of glacial stades

during a glaciation, the number of glaciations that have

taken place in the past, and the dynamics of glacier flow

and its erosive capability.

When considering the total amount of glacial literature

available, it is surprising how little there is on the

actual amount of glacial erosion although volumes are

devoted to the effects of glacier erosion and the landforms

it produces. This is principally due to an inadequate

understanding of glacier mechanics and therefore, glacier

modelling, and the lack of field data. Therefore,

conclusions reached in this report are far from satisfying

from a quantitative aspect, although conclusions can be

adequately drawn on the relative amounts of glacial erosion

to be expected under various glacier and terrain conditions.



There are two basic glacier environments - constrained

and unconstrained. Constrained environments pertain to

mountainous regions where glacier flow is controlled by

topography, where there is a high degree of erosion

producing characteristic glacial alpine landscapes. The

other extreme, unconstrained environments, includes low

relief areas where glacier flow is not controlled by

topography, producing landscapes of little or no erosion.

Most continental glaciers fall into the latter environment.

In this report, we can eliminate constrained environments,

because no nuclear waste disposal sites have been suggested

for mountainous regions, although for background material a

discussion follows. In regions affected by unconstrained

glaciers, such as the Canadian Shield, other factors being

equal the competency of the underlying rocKs determine the

amount of glacier erosion. We can eliminate a lengthy

discussion of areas underlain by incompetent rock since, in

Canada nuclear waste disposal sites are presently being

contemplated for areas underlain by competent plutonic

rocks. From the beginning, then, areas where nuclear waste

disposal sites may be located will be in areas where future

glaciers will erode the least. The question is how much will

likely be eroded.

There are opposing views on the amount of glacier

erosion that has taken place on shield areas by

unconstrained or continental glaciers. One view, promoted

mainly by one worker, advocates that thousands of meters of



material have been removed by glaciers passing over the

Canadian Shield, whereas the opposing view, held by most

workers, suggests only tens of meters of material have been

removed. Only one of these opposing views is correct, and.

determining which one, is fundamental in understanding

glacier erosion in shield areas. The major thrust of this

report centers on the examination and evaluation of these

opposing views, considering among other things, the known

amount of glacier erosion.



3. GLACIER ENVIRONMENTS

3.1 Introduction

Glacier environments can be conveniently subdivided

into two basic Kinds - constrained and unconstrained.

Constrained environments refer to mountainous areas where

glaciers are constrained by topography. Cirque and valley

glaciers are the rule producing typical alpine landscapes

consisting of U-shaped valleys, cirques, cols, arStes, and

matterhorns. In other words, these are areas where glaciers

are under high shear stress and able to erode to their

maximum. The maximum amount of glacial erosion is recorded

in areas of constrained glaciers. Unconstrained environments

refer to low relief areas where the topography does not

control glacier flow. These environments support continental

ice sheets or domes that produce landscapes of more limited

erosion. Flutings, drumlins, crag and tail, and whalebacks

are commonly present.

In reality, this basic classification is simplistic.

Both environments can produce similar features. For

instance, continental ice sheets can flow into areas of high

local relief, such as outlet valleys along a sea coast,

producing U-shaped valleys. On the other hand, a valley

glacier emanating from the mountains may spread out\forming

a piedmont glacier and erode very little, producing perhaps

a field of drumlins.

Canada, in the past, has been subjected to both



environments. At various times during the Pleistocene period

(approximately the last 2 million years), cirque and valley

glaciers flowed in most areas of the western and eastern

Cordillera, and the mountainous regions of Labrador and the

Northwest Territories. Today cirque and valley glaciers are

confined to the higher elevations of these same areas. It

was, however, the continental ice sheets that covered most

of Canada at several time intervals in the past. Several

areas of accummulation and expansion are recorded and at the

glacial maximum most of central, eastern and northern Canada

was covered. Ice sheets also developed in central and

northern B.C.

The only areas of Canada to escape glaciation were

parts of the Yukon, portions of the Foothills of Alberta,

the higher mountain peaks, and upland areas near the fringes

of the ice sheets such as the Cypress Hills of Alberta and

Saskatchewan. Today only remnants of ice sheets exist. These

are on Baffin (see report cover), Ellesmere, and Axel

Heiberg islands. The major ice sheets today are in Greenland

and Antarctica.

The area of interest in this report is the largely

crystalline rock portion of the Canadian Shield. This area

was affected only by continental glaciers that were

essentially unconstrained by topography. Therefore, there is

little reason to devote an extensive discussion to the

effects of constrained glaciers. Outside a short discussion

for background material on the amount of glacier erosion
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possible in a constrained environment, the report will deal

with the erosional effects of unconstrained ice sheets.

First, however, it is necessary to discuss the processes of

glacial erosion.

3.2 Processes of Glacial Erosion

Although it is generally agreed that glacial erosion is

several times more potent than fluvial erosion, an

understanding of how erosion takes place remains elusive

(Embleton and King, 1975). In this section, the fundamental

processes involved will be reviewed.

3.2.1 Abrasion

Abrasion is the process whereby rocks embedded in the

basal layer of the glacier score the underlying bedrock.

Striations form on bedrock surfaces and rock flour, which

consists of particles less than 100y , attests to this

grinding action. Understanding of abrasion beneath glaciers

has corns from observations associated with glacial

hydro-electric tunnels (Galibert 1962, Vivian 1970), from

theoretical considerations (Rothlisberger 1961), and from

laboratory work (Lister et aj., 1968; Hope et aj., 1972).

Sugden and John (1976) summarize the variables

affecting the process of glacial abrasion (Table 1).

1) The presence and concentration of debris in the

basal Ice is important. Clean ice will not abrade

solid rock.



Table 1. Tentative list of variables affecting the process
of glacial abrasion (Sugden and John, 1976).

Fundamental requirements for abrasion (1) Basal debris
(2) Sliding of basal ice
(3) Transport of debris down

towards bedrock

Other factors affecting rate and
type of abrasion

<4)
(5)
(6)

fl)
(8)

lea thickness
Basal water pressure
Relative hardness of rock
particles and bedrock
Panicle characteristics
Efficient removal of rock
flour
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2) The sliding velocity of basal ice is important and

determines how much an abrasive glacier sole can

push a given area of bedrock per unit time. Other

things being equal, the faster the ice the greater

the abrasion.

3) Material must continually be moved toward the rock

bed of the glacier and constantly renewing the

abrasive action. If this does not happen, lodged

material becomes increasingly ineffective as an

abrading agent. Figure 1 illustrates two methods of

ensuring fresh material at the base. One requires

melting at the base and thus lowering of the

material, whereas the other requires thinning of the

basal layer by lateral deformation as the basal ice

diverges round an obstacle.

4) Ice thickness is important because, as a general

principle, the thicker the ice, the greater the

vertical pressure on a particle beneath the glacier.

This is illustrated in Figure 2.

5) Water at the base of a glacier may affect the rate

of abrasion by producing high water pressures and

reducing the effective pressure applied by the ice

to the bed and thus the amount of abrasion achieved

by a particle.

6) The relative difference in the hardness of the

particles in the glacier and the bedwork affects the

character of the abrasion. The most favourable
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Figure 1. The renewal of abrasive material at the glacier
base caused (a) by basal melting and (b) by the divergence
of basal ice around an obstacle which brings particles into
contact with the upstream side of the obstacle. Debris will
also move round the obstacle (Sugden and John, 1976).

In Dilctnm

Figure 2. Schematic diagram to show how increasing friction
associated with increasing ice thickness enhances abrasion
until a critical ice thickness is reached. Then lodgement of
particles begins (Boulton, 1974). The effect of basal water
pressure is ignored.
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conditions for rapid abrasion of the glacier bed are

when the glacier sole leaves a hard rocK armed with

hard rocK particles and passes on to soft. rock. This

may be an important factor in explaining the

relative increase in erosion of the softer rocks

bordering the Canadian Shield by continental

glaciers armed with hard rocks derived from

crystal line areas.

7) Th« shape and size of rocks embedded in the sole of

a glacier will affect the amount of abrasion. The

more angular, and larger blocks will be more

effective.

8) The removal of fine material from the ice/bedrock

interface appears relatively important. The zone of

abrasion seems particularly more effective if the

fine debris is removed. Meltwater, then, is

important in removing this material. Figure 3

illustrates this process.

Most of the processes outlined above demonstrate the

need for water at the base of the glacier. This condition is

commonly present in so-called "warm glaciers". This fact is

important to remember when considering the glacial erosion

of ths Canadian Shield. As will be discussed, certain areas

show very little erosion, which may be in part due to the

base of the ice being frozen to the underlying material.
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(Sugden and John, 1976).
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Figure 4. The main variables influencing the rate of
glacial erosion (Sugden and John, 1976).
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3.2.2 Fracture of Fresh RocK

There are several lines of evidence to show that debris

in ice exerts sufficient force on the bedrock to cause

fractures. Crescentic depressions (chattermarks),-formed by

the percussive action of moving rock particles, are commonly

found in bedrock protruberances in glaciated regions. These,

together with fracture and joint patterns aligned either

parallel or at right angles to the direction of glacial

motion, indicate that the abrasion and fracturing was

produced by glaciation. It appears that the force necessary

to fracture rock does not increase proportionally with

increasing ice velocity. This is because the force in a

single boulder increases only as 1/4 power of velocity (Glen

and Lewis 1961). However, the bigger the boulders in the

ice, the greater the potential force available.

3.2.3 Frost-Induced Erosion

Frost-induced erosion may take place during or prior to

glaciation. Understanding of the manner in which

frost-induced erosion occurs is essential to understanding

the periglacial and subglacial weathering environments.

Frost weathering can be divided into three categories:

shattering, thrusting, and wedging. Shattering involves the

simultaneous disaggregation of a rock into a large number of

small fragments. A rock which is merely split or fractured

by frost action has been wedged, while a fragment which has

been displaced upward is said to have been thrust.
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All three processes are induced by the 9.2% increase in

volume which occurs upon the freezing of water. Since the

maximum pressure generated during the freezing process is in

excess of 1.4 x 106 kg/m2, the ice is able to split granite

along previously existing fracture planes, since the tensile

strength of granite is only 4.2 x 105 Kg/m2. Frost thrusting

has caused blocks from the Precambrian sediments surrounding

Great Slave Lake to be displaced as much as 6 m since the

region was deglaciated (Yardley, 1951).

Although frost weathering is a potentially important

weathering force, the environment in which it can occur is

somewhat limited. Firstly, the rock must be exposed to a

large number of freeze-thaw cycles before any visible

weathering will occur (Lewis, 1952). Secondly, the water

must remain in contact with the rock long enough to permit

percolation into the fractures. Therefore, the process is

most effective in areas of low relief (Grawe, 1936).

Thirdly, the rock must remain exposed, as any soil

development will provide sufficient insulation to protect

the rock (Yardley, 1951). Finally, and most importantly, the

rock must contain a large number of suitable fractures and

joints which can serve as collection areas for the liquid

water. Unjointed low porosity rocks, such as relatively

unweathered acidic crystalline rocks, are not susceptible to

frost-induced weathering (Lewis, 1952; Yardley, 1951; Potts,

1970).

Jointed rocks, those with high porosity, or bedded
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rocks are much more susceptible to frost action because the

water can infiltrate the strata through these openings.

Therefore, sedimentary rocKs in the temperate environment

weather rapidly, while granitic rocK is relatively

resistant.

The general slowness of physical weathering processes

in the subarctic environment was illustrated in a study by

Birot (1968). He compared photographs taken on the island of

Spitsbergen over a twenty-five year interval, and noted no

diseernable erosion in an environment ideally suited for

frost-induced weathering to occur. Furthermore, he noted

that an indentation made by a fallen boulder in 1908

remained clearly discernable more than fifty years later.

3.2.4 Debris Entrainment

In order for erosion to take place, the debris at the

ice-rock interface must be evacuated. The ice entrains

material by exerting a tractive force which causes ice

deformation around the particle or block. If the force is

sufficient to overcome frictional resistance offered by the

glacier bed, the particle will move. Regelation is an

effective method of entrainment for small particles. This

takes place when ice melts under extreme pressure (pressure

melting) and refreezes upon the release of that pressure,

Incorporating material.
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3.2.5 Weitwater Erosion

The ablation of glaciers result in the production of

large quantities of meltwater. Most of this water 'is carried

through pre-existing drainage systems, but in some cases new

streams, termed meltwater channels, are formed. The amount

of material which a stream can erode is dependent upon its

velocity, its volume and the resistance to erosion of the

material through which the stream flows.

Stream velocity is controlled primarily by the

channel's gradient. The channel will erode vertically until

the stream reaches its optimum gradient for flow throughout

its length, or equilibrium profile. When this occurs,

downcutting will cease and can not resume unless equilibrium

is disturbed through a decrease in the elevation of the

basin into which the stream is discharging, or through

uplift of the land. It follows, that for all practical

purposes, sea level is the ultimate control on fluvial

erosion.

During the retreat of an ice sheet, two factors act to

disturb the equilibrium profile. Isostatic recovery of the

land due to the removal of the glacial load produces

constantly-steepening gradients, resulting in downcutting.

At the same time, melting of the water trapped in the

glaciers produces a rise in sea level, which acts to

decrease the length of the channel available for erosion. In

practice, however, the degree of isostatic recovery far

exceeds that of sea-level rise, creating a situation in
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which the net effect is to favour channel erosion.

The volume of water released during ablation of the

Ungava-Labrador and Keewatin Wisconsin glaciers in North

America exceeded 1.3 x 106 Km3 (Moran and Bryson,-1969).

This massive influx caused streams to rise well above their

present levels. In many instances linear ponds developed,

further upsetting the equilibrium profile. Since the

carrying capacity of a stream is dependent upon 'ts volume,

more material which was susceptible to erosion could be

removed and transported. Increases in stream velocity and

volume therefore favoured meltwater erosion during

degiaciation.

In the Canadian Shield, however, these effects were

counterbalanced by lithological and topographical factors.

The resistant gneiss and granite were not easily eroded,

even by fast-flowing high-velocity streams. Furthermore, the

position of the shrinking ice cap blocked the natural

drainage routes to Hudson Bay, causing the meltwater to be

ponded in large periglacial lakes, such as Lake Agassiz in

Manitoba and Lake Barlow-Ojibway in Ontario and Quebec.

These large lakes drained to the south and east relatively

slowly, and along pre-existing channels. The major meltwater

channels connecting the lakes thus followed the southern

border of the ice front, from the Lake Winnipeg region to

Lake Nipigon, Lake Superior, Lake Huron and thence to the

Atlantic Ocean via the Ottawa and St. Lawrence Valleys. The

volume of water was so great that most of these channels
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acted as lakes or linear embayments rather than rivers. For

example, the estimated flow rate in the Ottawa River between

North Bay and Pembroke, Ontario, 1000C years ago was almost

50 times its present flow rate. The river's width during

this period exceeded 20 km at many localities. Consequently,

erosion was very limited except in local areas along the

banks of the channels. Rapid retreat of the remaining ice

from the Hudson Bay area 7500 years ago caused Lake Agassiz

to drain northward through a multitude of small channels,

instead of a single major stream capable of extensive

downcutting. The waters of Lake Barlow-Ojibway merged with

marine waters from Hudson Bay, thus preventing large-scale

meltwater erosion in this area also. The absence of any

large meltwater channels in the area surrounding Hudson Bay

would suggest that the course of events previously outlined

occurred subsequent to each degiaciation of the area during

the Pleistocene.

It appears therefore, that meltwater erosion is not a

concern for deep erosion in the area of the Canadian Shield,

and will not be discussed further.

3.3 Variations in the Intensity of Glacial Erosion

Now that the processes of glacial erosion have been

discussed, it is clear that the rate of erosion will depend

on many variables. Figure 4 portrays the correlation of

variables that influence the rate of erosion at any one

point.
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3.3.1 Basal Ice Temperature

The temperature at the base of the glacier is an

important factor in the ability of £ glacier to erode.

Warm-based glaciers, where the basal temperature is at the

pressure-melting point, are the most effective in glacial

erosion, whereas in cold-based glaciers, where the

temperature is below the pressure melting point, only

minimal erosion is possible by a restricted number of

processes. Boulton (1972) has produced a summary of these

effects (Figure 5).

Zone A - Net melting, abrasion important

Zone B - Balance between melting and freezing

Zone C - Water freezes to glacier base, abrasion

still important, freeze-thaw processes

become possible and meitwater activity is

reduced

Zone D - Sole is frozen, abrasion negligible

3.3.2 Basal Velocity

Basal velocity is a critical variable affecting

erosion, partly because of its effect on the amount of

debris evacuated or dragged across the glacier bed and also

because of rock fracturing produced by differential

hydrostatic pressure as the glacier flows across a rough

bed. High basal water pressure reduces friction and
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Figure 5. Zones of contrasting basal ice tenperatures and
associated erosional processes (Sugden and John, 1976).
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Figure 7. A northern hemisphere map showing the current
distribution of major glacier types by morphology, within
the areas affected by Pleistocene glaciation. For
simplicity, the map omits periglacial areas which have never
been subject to large scale glaciation, although they may
contain locally significant firn fields and cirque glaciers
(Suyden and John, 1976).
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increases sliding velocity.

3.3.3 Ice Thickness

Ice thicKness affects the amount of friction between

basal debris and the bed. The thicker the ice, the greater

the potential for abrasion and rock fracture.

3.3.4 Bedrock Variables

Bedrock influences the amount of erosion according to

the type and quantity of basal debris, the susceptibility of

the glacier bed to erosion, the roughness of the bed, and

the permeability of the glacier bed. Bedrock conditions most

favourable to the operation of the various processes of

erosion are outlined in Table 2.

3.4 Variations i.n the Intensity of Erosion Over Time

It appears that the most intense erosion is during the

early life of a glacier, slowly tapering off with age. This

is due to the rapid erosion of pre-glacially weathered

material and the achievement of some sort of equilibrium

after a certain amount of erosion. Less clear, but still a

factor to consider, are long term changes in the boundary

conditions at the ice/rock interface.
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Table 2. Bedrock conditions most favourable to the
effective operation of the various processes of erosion,

Abrasion

Rock fracture
Joint exploitation

Enlratnnien'.- ice pressure
Entrjinmen: -- r^jel.ilion
Meltwitlei erosion

Melivvaler trvucul'.ion

Large blocks in basa1 ice
Tools harder tlian bediock
Large blocks in bns.nl ice
Hard, jointed rock
Suitable b^dddiy attitude
IfirHB (ragmems
small fragments
impermsab'e becirock
soluble bed>ack
impermeable bedrock
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3.5 Landforms of Glacial Erosion

The processes of glacial erosion result in

characteristic landforms. These will be discussed only

briefly because we are interested here in the amount of

glacial erosion possible by the various processes and not

necessarily the landforms produced. However, they

demonstrate the wide variability of basal conditions and

provide an estimate of the minimum amount of glacial

erosion.

Table 3 classifies the principle features of glacial

erosion. Areal ice flow is confined for the most part to

unconstrained areas where the ice is not controlled by

topography. These, then, would be areas affected by

continental ice sheets, such as those that flowed in the

area of the Canadian Shield. The exception to this rule

occurs where ice sheets flow into areas where deep troughs

are present, such as along coast lines. Here, the ice is

partially controlled and linear flow results. Areas where

ice is mostly constrained, and therefore topographically

controlled, are mountainous areas characterized by alpine

morphology consisting of, among other features, cirques and

U-shaped valleys. Although glacial erosion produced by

continental ice sheets is the subject of this paper,

landfo«-Tis produced by glacial erosion in constrained regions

will be discussed in order to demonstrate the magnitude of

erosion.
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3.5.1 Forms Produced by Area! Ice Flow

As can be seen in Table 3, most of the common glacial

erosional features were formed by areal ice flow.

WhalebacKs, rock drumlins, spurs and interfluves, -roches

moutonnees, grooves and rock basins are streamlined forms

that vary from a few centimeters to several kilometers in

length. The major processes of streamlining appear to be

abrasion and rock fracture of larger blocks. Pressure

differentials over an obstacle will aid in these processes.

The height of most forms never reach over 50 m which may

mean that the amount of glacial erosion under areal flow may

not be much more than this. Exceptions are some spurs and

interfluves. The Finger Lakes of New York State are eroded

to more than 300 m below water level. This depth of erosion

is uncommon in areal ice flow and must be attributed at

least in part to ice constrained by valleys. Some rock

basins are relatively deep. These are commonly found at the

junctions of crystalline and younger sedimentary rocks (eg.

Great Bear Lake and Great Slave Lake) and are probably also

a result of, at least, in part constrained glacial flow.

3.5.2 Forms Produced by. Linear Flow .in Rock Channels

Unconstrained areally scouring ice sheets may in part

become constrained. This is particularly true along coasts

where ice fills outlet valleys formed by rivers cutting down

to base level (ie. sea level). In the Canadian Shield

region, continental ice scoured troughs along the Labrador,
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Table 3. Classification of features of glacial erosion
(Sugden and John, 1976).

PROCESS RELIEF
TYPE

RELIEF
SHAPE

MlCIO Macro
- S C A L E -

i r r 1 m - ' m* m' m* m* m* m* m* m'
(Urn) (10cm) (1m) (10m) (100m) (Urn) (10km) (100km) (1,000km) (10 000km)

Streamlined -Whaleback'

Eminence
-Rock drumlin-

Stiumlined
tpui —

Alt*)
fee

flow

Pan-
itraamtmed

- Roche mouionnia -Flyggberg-

Su«mlined -Slnae- -Gioova -

Dtpmsion
-P-(oim-

Pan-

Ltndu>p< ol

Artal Scouring

- Rock basin •

Lintli
flow in

reck
channel

Ocprowion Sueamlined i
Interaction
el glacial

and
pcnglacial

Depression

-Alpine-
Uouflh

-Cirque-

Landscape ol
Ice Sheei

Linear f.rosion

Eminence
Rasidual tummit

ot

Valley
glacier landscape

Nunatak landscape
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Baffin and Ellesmer-e Island coasts. Closely related to ice

sheet linear erosion is constrained ice found in mountains

producing characteristic alpine morphology. Although not in

our area of interest, alpine and coastal constrained ice

environment regions are discussed here only to illustrate

the amount of erosion that is possible.

Troughs are mostly eroded out of pre-existing river

valleys, and less commonly from depressions formed by

areally eroding ice passing through areas of relatively weak

or fractured (jointed) rocK. When the ice becomes

constrained, shear stress increases and erosion becomes a

powerful agent. The glacier erodes off irregularities such

as spurs, forming a U-shape, and commonly deepens the upper

end of troughs more than the lower end because of the

greater amount of ice involved. The largest glacial trough

in the world is in Antarctica. There, the Lambert glacier

trough is 50 km wide and 3,400 m deep (Sugden and John,

1976).

Cirques, horns, aretes, cols, and U-shaped valleys are

typical forms found in alpine regions (Table 3). Here, there

is an interaction of periglacial and glacial activity. Of

interest is the amount of erosion that constrained glaciers

can achieve.

Estimates of minimum glacial erosion that has taken

place under these conditions are available from different

areas of the world. Selected examples are presented in Table

4.
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Table 4

Examples of the Amount of Glacier Erosion Under
Constrained Conditions

Location

Yosemite Valley,
California

Mur Valley, Austria

Snowdon i an Valley,
Wales

Fjords, N.,
British Columbia

Sognefjord, Norway

Loch Treig,
Grampians, Scotland

Gelche-Feshie col,
Grampians, Scotland

Finger Lakes,
New York

Minimum
Glacial
Erosion

500 m
800-1000 m

150 m

180 m

600 m

1100 m

520-550 m

285 m

420 m

Reference

Matthes, 1930
Guttenberg et al.,
1956

Spreitzer, 1963

Davis, 1909

Kerr, 1936

Holtedahl, 1967

Linton, 1949

Linton, 1949

Flint, 1971
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The deepest glacial erosion, 1100 m, is estimated for

the Sognefjord, Norway (Holtedahl, 1967). Although other

examples are less in magnitude, they still are considerable.

All were estimated by reconstructing pre-glacial Vand

surfaces. Because the effects of glacial erosion are

inextricably entangled with those of fluvial erosion or

other agents of denudations, the estimates are open to

question. Glacial erosion can also be estimated from

measurements of sediment transported by glacier meltwater

streams and the area of the respective glacier basin and by

estimating the volume of glacial drift in a given region and

its comparison with the area of the source region of that

drift. Estimates of the amount of glacial erosion have been,

in general, less than those calculated by using pre-glacial

and interglacial surfaces, and probably much less reliable

because of other problems in trying to measure sediment

transport and calculate the volume of glacial drift over a

wide region or attributed to a certain glacier.

3.6 Summary and Conclusions

Abrasion, fracture of fresh rock, debris entrainment,

and meltwater flow are the processes of glacial erosion.

Variation in the intensity of erosion is controlled by basal

ice temperature, basal velocity, ice thickness, bedrock

variables, and time. In general, maximum erosion wi11 take

place when the basal ice is warm (near the pressure melting

part), the ice is thick, the velocity is high, the base of
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the ice has sufficient and adequate debris to erode the

bedrock, and the bedrocK is rough, irregular, poorly

resistent, fractured, and jointed. The most intense erosion

is during the early life of a glacier,

Areal ice flow under unconstrained conditions

(continental ice sheet) prevailed over the Canadian Shield.

This produced a host of glacial erosional features, such as

roches moutonees and rock basins. Linear flow under

constrained conditions (valley glaciers) forms troughs in

alpine regions. Linear flow also took place near the margins

of the former continental ice sheet, especially along the

Atlantic Coast. The greatest erosion is attributed to

constrained, linear flow where shear stress is high. In

Sognefjord, Norway, there has been a minimum of 1100 m of

glacial erosion, which is the greatest recorded. Under

unconstrained, areal flow, erosion is much less - usually

under 50 m. Minimum erosion can be estimated by measuring

the vertical distance from the top to the bottom of a

glacial erosional landform, such as a rock drumlin.

It is apparent that constrained, active, temperate

(warm) glaciers are potent agents of erosion whereas

unconstrained ice sheets, cold or temperate (warm) glaciers

moving sluggishly on surfaces with little regional slope may

be comparatively powerless. Even before we model the former

Canadian Shield Ice Sheets or explore the evidence for deep

glacial erosion, the above discussion on the processes and

intensity of glacial erosion under various conditions
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suggests that probably relatively little glacial erosion has

taken place.



4. GLACIAL MODEL FOR THE CANADIAN SHIELD

4.1 Physiography of .the Canadian Shield

The Canadian Shield encompasses approximately 40% of

the land surface of Canada, forming an irregular ring

surrounding Hudson Bay (Figure 6). Geologically, it is

characterised by the absence of rock younger than

Precambrian age. The region is the oldest known on the North

American continent, and is considered to be the original

centre of the land mass (or craton). Granitic and gneissic

rocks, formed and altered during several episodes of

mountain-building, predominate. Minor amounts of other

igneous and metamorphic rocks are present. Sedimentary rocks

crop out in two main regions, western Keewatin and east of

Great Bear Lake, as illustrated in Figure 6. The centre of

the ring, most of which lies beneath Hudson Bay, is occupied

by younger, unaltered sedimentary rocks.

The physiography of the Canadian Shield is almost

totally controlled by the age and lithology of the bedrock.

In the older regions surrounding Hudson Bay, and in the

areas underlain by sedimentary rocks, relief seldom exceeds

250 m and is commonly less than 100 m. These regions are

characterised by abundant shallow lakes and swamps, and

possess semi-integrated sub-parallel drainage systems.

Drainage divides are low in elevation, and have shifted

several times in the recent past due to glacio-isostatic

rebound. No major topographic features segregate these older

32
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regions, with the exception of Hudson Bay.

The southeastern portion of the Canadian Shield is the

youngest region, and is marked by more rugged topography.

Local relief is commonly greater than 100 m, and

occasionally exceeds 500 m. Much of this topographic

expression is due to the development of valleys along fault

lines and zones, many of which were infilled by

easily-eroded marbles after their formation during the

Precambrian. The drainage pattern is semi-integrated and

dendritic, with many irregular, deep lakes. Drainage is to

the south and east via the St. Lawrence and its tributaries.

Despite the general ruggedness of the area, the only

significant topographic features are the fault-controlled

valleys of the region's principal streams. All of these

valleys exhibit V-shaped profiles, indicating that they were

formed dominantly by fluvial action.

4.2 Weathering of Canadian Shield Rock

All rock, once exposed at the surface, is immediately

subjected to the influence of a wide variety of

environmental factors. The weathering processes may be

arbitrarily divided into two groups: chemical weathering,

the alteration of unstable minerals to other, more stable

minerals and compounds; and physical weathering, the

mechanical disaggregation of rock into smaller particles.

The relative importances of these two facets of weathering

depend on the type and structure of the litho-logic unit, as
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well as on climatic factors. Often, the two processes work

in concert: extreme chemical alteration may facilitate the

physical disintegration of a rock, which in turn increases

the surface area available for chemical weathering.

Attention will be focused upon the means and rapidity

of weathering of acidic crystalline rocks in subarctic and

arctic climates. Physical weathering in these environments

is largely due to meltwater and forest-induced erosion,

which have been discussed above.

The minerals of the typical acidic rock weather at very

different rates under the same climatic influence. Granitic

saprolites and gossans found in the Canadian Shield contain

little or no magnesium- or iron-bearing (mafic) material,

but are rich in partially decomposed plagioclase and

unaltered orthoclase, muscovite, and quartz. In contrast,

the unaltered bedrock contains abundant mafic minerals and

undecomposed plagioclase.

Goldrich (1938) studied weathering profiles in the

Morton gneiss of northern Minnesota, and concluded that the

minerals originally present in the gneiss could be ranked on

the basis of their relative stability. His conclusions are

summarized in Table 5. In a similar empirical study,

Petti John (1941) derived a 'persistence order' for 25 common

minerals having specific gravities in excess of 2.80. Many

of these minerals are important accessory constituents of

acidic crystalline rocks. Petti John's stability order of

muscovite, biotite, hornblende, augite, and olivine
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Table 5. Mineral Stability (Goldrich, 1938).

Olivine LEAST STABLE

>^ Anorthite
Augite Bytownite

\
Hornblende Labradorite,

Andesine /Plagioclase
Oligoclase/ Series

Biotite Albite

Orthoclase

Muscovite

MOST STABLE Quartz
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concurred with the conclusions of Goldrich. Several other

studies (eg. Jackson et a]., 1948; Fieldes and Swindale,

1954) have tended to confirm these conclusions for temperate

and subarctic climates.

Although the order in which minerals deteriorate is

generally accepted, the reasons for this order are still

somewhat obscure. The crystal structure of the mineral

undoubtably plays some role in determining its resistance to

chemical attack, but it is definitely not the deciding

factor in all instances. Olivine, for example, has the same

basic crystal structure as the resistant minerals garnet and

zircon. Both muscovite and biotite possess an OH" radical,

which theoretically should be easily detached, yet both

these minerals are very resistant.

It has been suggested that the total bond energy

possessed by a mineral crystal determines the durability of

that structure under weathering conditions. Keller (1954)

calculated bond energies for several common minerals in an

attempt to investigate this hypothesis. Although his results

show a general correlation with those obtained by Goldrich

(1938) and Petti John (1941), in that quartz is the most

resistant and olivine is the least resistant, certain

important anomalies are present. Almandine garnet, for

example, has a lower bond energy sum than either hornblende

or anorthite, two minerals which it commonly outlasts.

Similarly, albite decomposes before muscovite, but possesses

a higher bond energy total.
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Regardless of the exact manner in which the minerals

weather, the net result is clearly visible. Ground and

surface water activity removes the highly soluble magnesium,

calcium, and ferrous ions from the hornblende and-augite

crystals, causing these minerals to form chlorite, a weaK

clay mineral. As the chlorite is physically removed from the

rock, the biotite and plagioclase begin to decompose, the

former to chlorite and vermiculite and the latter to

sericite. Eventually, the only material remaining would be

the minerals most resistant in a temperate or subarctic

climate--orthoclase, muscovite, and quartz.

Complete decomposition, of course, requires a large

amount of time. Strakhov (1967) calculated that a granitic

rock exposed to a constant rainfall of 30 cm annually would

lose approximately 5.5 kg of material per m2 in 4,000 years.

This implies that the rock would decrease in thickness by

2.OB mm in this time. Thus, 1.92 million years would be

needed to remove 1 m of material, assuming that the reaction

was allowed to proceed unhindered by temperature changes or

the development of a soil mantle. In making this

calculation, Strakhov assumed a constant temperature of

approximately 20"C. Since reaction rates tend to decrease by

a factor of two with a 10"C decline in temperature (Birot,

1968; Loughnan, 1969), the actual time required in a

temperate or subarctic climate would be much longer than

1.92 million years. In addition, Strakhov assumed that 50%

of the rain would percolate through the rock mass, a value
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approached only in a highly fractured granite.

These calculations indicate, therefore, that chemical

weathering of acidic crystalline rocks in a temperate or

subarctic environment is an unimportant factor over a

geologically short time span. For other rock types

containing a higher proportion of more unstable minerals,

such as limestones and basic igneous rocks, chemical

weathering is a much more effective factor in their eventual

disintegration.

The implication here is that during successive

glaciations over the Canadian Shield during the Quaternary

(approximately one million years), there would not be enough

time between advances to weather the mantle to any great

extent. The rock would remain competent and difficult to

erode. Only on the pre-glacial surface would any appreciable

amount of weathering products accumulate.

4.3 Former Glacial Pattern

There is little doubt that the Canadian Shield

supported continental scale ice sheets in the past. The

topography and glacial landforms suggest that most of the

region was subjected to unconstrained, areal scouring, with

only the eastern mountainous coastlines under constrained,

linear erosion. Figure 7 shows the maximum extent of ice

during the Quaternary. During the latest maximum, the area

covered was somewhat less, but not enough to alter the

glacier model presented below. Field evidence suggests that
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there were at least two major centres of ice accumulation:

the Keewatin district west of Hudson Bay and the

Ungava-Labrador district east of the Hudson Bay (Figure 6).

Lesser centres were located on Baffin and Ellesmere Islands.

With time, these ice caps coalesced to form a continental

scale ice sheet. Although it is difficult to work out

details, evidence from flow direction indicators and moraine

ages shows that, at least in part, these coalescing ice

sheets flowed as a unit, as can be seen in Northwestern

Ontario. Eventually, ice extended over the lower elevations

of the eastern Cordillera in the north and terminated in

southwestern Alberta, Saskatchewan, and northern North

Dakota. In the midwest, ice was able to penetrate as far

south as central Illinois. The ice sheet terminated in the

sea for much of its eastern and northern periphery,

extending from New England to the high.Arctic and then

southward to the Arctic coast and Alaska. No doubt there

were local variations in ice flow direction and velocity. In

fact, it is becoming evident that while ice lobes were

advancing in one region, in another region ice may have been

receding. During degiaciation, variation in flow direction

is well documented by ice flow indicators on the present day

surface, the ice flow centres reacted independently.

Although there is not overwhelming evidence in all areas,

there is reason to believe that the gross flowage pattern of

earlier ice was the same as the latest, although at times

the ice expanded further.
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We Know that the maximum thicKness of the Antarctica

ice sheet and the Greenland Ice Cap are about 4,300-m and

3,500 m respectively (Flint, 1S71). By extrapolation and

comparing the relative sizes, the continental ice -sheet that

covered the Canadian Shield area was somewhere between these

two figures in the thickest part. Near the periphery of the

continental ice sheet, ice was on the order of 1200-1800 m

thick upglacier from the steeply dipping toe. Maximum

thicknessec are estimated from elevation of erratics on

slopes, heights of lateral moraines, and striation

elevations located where the glacier entered upland areas

near its furthest extent.

4.4 Ice Sheet Movement and Morphology

From our previous discussions, we know that glaciers

are effective agents of erosion and can produce a variety of

landforms. Also apparent is that the relative amount of

erosion and the landforms vary considerably, depending on

terrain conditions and the character of the glacier. For our

purposes, it is necessary to investigate movement and

morphology of ice sheets in order to predict how effective

erosion can be, then try to extrapolate the information of

past ice sheets such as those that flowed in the area of the

Canadian Shield.
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4.4.1 Ice Sheet Movement

Glacier movement can be separated into two components -

internal deformation and basal sliding.

Internal Deformation. A glacier flows because it

deforms in response to stress. Stress can be divided into

hydrostatic pressure, which is caused by the weight of the

overlying ice and is the same in all directions, and shear

stress, which is caused by the weight of the overlying ice

and the surface slope of the glacier and tends to cause

particles to slip past one another. The shear stress at a

point can be calculated by:

T = p g h sin a where

T is the shear stress

p is the density of glacial ice

g is the acceleration due to gravity

h is the thickness of the glacier

« is the angle of slope of the upper surface

Thus, shear stresses increase with increasing thickness

of the glacier and surface slope. The rate of deformation or

strain rate of polycrystalline ice is the basis of Glen's

law (Glen, 1955). Glen found that when a constant stress

applied to blocks of ice, the strain rate soon attained a

steady value. When adapted to glacier flow, it can be

wr i t ten:
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e = AT"

e is the strain rate

A is a constant related to temperature of ice

t is the effective shear stress

n is an exponent with a mean value of 3..

This law is important in that it demonstrates that the

strain rate is highly sensitive to the shear stress and

temperature. This means that the greatest deformation will

take place near the base of a glacier and that the thicker

the ice and the higher the basal temperatures, the higher

the velocity.

Glen's law over-simplifies the real glacier situation,

but still explains a basic process for ice deformation.

Glen's law treats ice as behaving somewhere between perfect

plasticity and viscous flow (Figure 8). Under certain

conditions, the ice ruptures resulting in the formation of

crevasses and thrust faults.

Basal S1idinq. The other component of ice movement is

basal sliding. Three main processes have been recognized.

Enhanced basal creep occurs within the lowest ice layers at

any temperature, but more effectively at higher

temperatures. Pressure melting takes place at the

ice/bedrock interface and is operative beneath warm based

glaciers. Slippage over a water layer is the third process.

A layer of water only a few millimeters thick may increase

sliding velocity by 40 - 100 percent. This is because the
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Figure 8. Various models of the relationship between stress
and strain rate. Glen's law is contrasted with perfect
plastic flow and viscous flow (Paterson, 1969).
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water lifts the ice and decreases the area of friction

between rocK and ice.

As mentioned earlier, in order for a glacier to

effectively erode basal sliding must taKe place. I-n

addition, debris must be present at its base. The amount of

debris present may also affect the velocity of the glacier

by increasing its weight and affecting the rigidity of the

ice.

4.4.2 Ice Sheet Morphology

Ice Sheets are unconstrained by, and superimposed on,

the underlying topography which they largely submerge. The

direction of flow of the ice reflects the size and shape of

the glacier rather than the slope of the ground. Ice builds

up as a dome, situated approximately symmetrically over the

land area involved. An ice sheet will develop a convex

surface slope, as a response to the basic flow

characteristics. Ice will build up until shear stresses are

sufficient to deform the ice efficiently. Shear stresses are

influences by a combination of ice thickness and surface

slope: the thinner the ice, the steeper the surface slope

needs to be to maintain flow. The surface of an ice sheet is

gently sloping in the centre where the ice is thickest, and

steepens progressively as the ice becomes thinner towards

the margin. The overall profile of an ice sheet would show a

gentle slope for most of its area with or in the marginal

area displaying relatively steep slopes. This is because the
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accumulation area would cover a much wider area than the

ablation zone, as a result of the elevation (thickness)

i nvo1ved.

Ice flow in an ice sheet (with the exception of outlet

glacier) occurs by sheet flow. Budd (1969) has shown that

surface ice flows outwards in a direction at right angles to

the surface contours. As it does, there is a strong vertical

component as the individual particles of ice are covered by

subsequent accumulation. Figure 9 shows an idealized profile

of an ice sheet. Internal deformation and basal sliding are

indicated.

Maximum basal sliding would ideally be near the

equilibrium line separating the ablation and accumulation

zones. This is because the cumulative volume of ice in a

glacier increases downglacier, as far as the equilibrium

line. Beyond this there is a net loss of ice, and the volume

must therefore decrease downglacier.

The foregoing discussion on ice sheet movement and

morphology as determined by mathematical modelling and

observation of present day glaciers will be extrapolated to

former ice sheets that covered the Canadian Shield, in order

to gain insight into the formation of the glacial erosiosial

landforms found in the region today, and to estimate the

probable relative magnitude of glacial erosion.
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Figure 9. Models of (a) an ice sheet, (b) an ice shelf and
(c) a valley glacier showing distribution of snow input and
output and related flow characteristics. Basal slipping is
assumed to occur in models (a) and (c) and is at a maximum
in the vicinity of the equilibrium line (Sugden and John,
1976).
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4.5 Character, Behavior and Erosion Potential of Former

Canadian Shield Ice Sheets

The processes of glacial erosion can only take place

effectively if basal sliding occurs. This precludes basal

ice at the pressure melting point, which in turn is

controlled by basal ice temperature. The most important

controls on basal ice temperatures are ice thickness, ice

surface temperature, and ice velocity. Ice temperatures rise

with thickness (geothermal heat is stored). So, the thicker

the ice and the higher the surface temperature, the more

likely that basal ice will be at the pressure melting point.

The greater the velocity, the greater the heat released in

internal deformation in the basal layers.

Conversely, where the ice is relatively thin with

colder surface temperatures and lower velocities, the

pressure melting point may be well below the base of the

glacier, and the glacier will be frozen to its bed.

Irregular topography affects the ice thickness and

therefore, the basal ice temperature. Basal melting is more

likely to occur over topographic lows. Where ice converges,

velocity may increase and thus also increase the amount of

heat released by internal deformation. Basal sliding may be

increased if the underlying material is impermeable, causing

more water to be available for lubrication. It follows,

then, that impermeable rock will favor erosion. Once basal

sliding is achieved, the velocity and time, as well as

terrain and ice factors, will determine how much erosion
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wi11 take place.

From the above, we can speculate to a certain extent on

the erosion potential of ice sheets that covered the

Canadian Shield area. The relatively flat and rolling

uplands of most of the shield area, with wide areas of

glacial erosional landforms typical of areal scouring by

areal ice flow, leave little doubt that former ice sheets

have profoundly modified the landscape. Further, linear

flow, under constrained topographic conditions, has deeply

eroded the valleys of the mountains bordering the eastern

coastline. The question, of course, is how much erosion has

taken place over the central Canadian Shield. As will become

evident in the next chapter, the answer to this is often

elusive. However, by considering the behavior and character

of ice sheets and applying these to the Canadian Shield, we

can gain some insight into erosion potential.

Ice sheets flow mainly by internal deformation and very

slowly. Therefore, if basal sliding takes place, it will be

at a relatively low velocity, thus reducing the erosion

potential. In certain regions of the Canadian Shield, ice at

one time or another was probably cold - based and therefore,

no or little erosion was possible. This would be especially

true in northern latitudes and possibly near the glacier

margins where the ice is relatively thin. Of course,

conditions would change as the ice sheet expanded or waned.

When basal sliding and erosion did occur,

characteristic landforms of areal scouring were produced,
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such as whalebacKs, grooves, and rocK basins. By measuring

the magnitudes of these, we can determine the minimum amount

of erosion that roust have taken place. As stated earlier,

this is usually never more than about 50 m. There are

several ideas that suggest that there may not be much more

erosion than the minimum suggested. First, it may be that

the ice on the topographic highs is frozen to its bed, and

that basal sliding and erosion is taKing place on low areas

where the ice is thicker. Secondly, maximum erosion will

take place relatively rapidly, as the original ice sheet

smooths off bedrock irregularities and any pre-glacial

weathering products. Successive glaciers would be less

effective. Finally, as a landform develops, it will become

more in equilibrium with glacier flow, and less erosion will

take place.

4.6 Summary and Conclusions

The Canadian Shield consists mostly of resistant

granitic and gneissic Precambrian rocks. However, outliers

and relatively large areas of post-Precambrian rocks (ie.

Hudson Bay) overlie parts of the Shield. Glacial erosional

features are found throughout the region. The low relief,

commonly less than 100 m, leaves little doubt that Shield

area supported unconstrained areal ice sheets. Only in the

valleys of the eastern mountainous regions was the ice

constrained. Recent field evidence strongly suggests that

there are several ice centers (Andrews and Miller, 1979;
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Shilts et. aj., 1979). These centers expanded and waned

independently, only flowing in part as a single unit. Ice

probably reached over 4,000 m in thickness (Flint, 1971).

In order for effective erosion to have taKen place,

basal sliding must occur. Once basal sliding is achieved,

velocity and time, as well as terrain and ice factors will

determine how much erosion will take place. In the Canadian

Shield region, at times of glacial maxima when the ice was

thickest, probably most of the ice was at the pressure

melting point and basal sliding occurred. The erosional

landforms seen throughout the Shield region attest to this.

This does not mean necessarily that the greatest amount of

erosion was taking place where the ice was thickest. The ice

velocity would have been very slow with probably less debris

in the basal layers. Ice was probably frozen to its base in

the northern regions and near glacial margins. Toward the

margins, near the equilibrium line, velocity is greater and

more debris is available for scouring, and therefore, more

erosion can take place. At the same time, the ice is

thinner, promoting heat loss and freezing at its base. This

may explain, in part, why deeper glacier erosion is recorded

near the ice margins (ie. Great Bear Lake, Finger Lakes,

N.Y.). Besides the presence of less resistant rocks, in

these regions, the ice may have been frozen to topographic

highs where ice is thinner, and at its pressure melting

point in the lows where the ice is thicker. This would

promote linear glacier flow under constrained conditions
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and, therefore, differential erosion. Of course, during

expansion and waning of the ice, the positions of glacial

activity would shift.

Even though the Canadian St aid has been under ice for

a considerable length of time, perhaps cumulatively hundreds

of thousands of years, by far the greatest amount of erosion

tooK place in the beginning. The rocks are highly competent

and probably little weathering took place between

glaciations. Once the irregular topography was smoothed and

the poorly resistant regolith and weathering products

removed, probably not much more happened.

Even before we look at the evidence of the amount of

glacial erosion that has taken place over the Canadian

Shield, the model presented above suggests that relatively

little erosion has taken place. In most regions, the erosion

was probably less than 50 m (the measured magnitude of

glacial erosional landforms). Near the margin of the ice

sheets, where ice has penetrated more irregular topography

and less resistant rocks, the ice may have been constrained

and erosion deeper.



5. DURATION AND FREQUENCIES OF GLACIAT1ONS

Glacial activity has occurred on several occasions

throughout the course of geological time. The most recent of

these events, and the one which has had the greatest effect

on Canada, is the glaciation of the Pleistocene epoch.

Although the Pleistocene began approximately 2 million

years ago, large continental glaciers apparently did not

form until 850,000 years BP (Shackleton and Opdyke, 19761.

From that time until 8,000 years BP, ice sheets have

advanced and retreated across the northern portions of North

America and Eurasia. The time encompassed by each major

glacial advance is termed a "glacial", while the intervening

non-glacial period is an "interglacial". Four glacials -

Nebraskan, Kansan, Illinoian, and Wisconsin - are recognized

in North America. These events are separated by the

Aftonian, Yarmouth, and Sangamon interglacials,

respectively. Other glacial and interglacial events may have

preceded the Nebraskan glacial, but no traces of these

episodes have been found in North America.

The durations of the glacials and interglacials are not

known with certainty, but they can be estimated through the

use of radiocarbon dates and the study of climatic changes

as recorded in oceanic fauna. The most recent glacial, the

Wisconsin, encompasses the time between 8,000 years BP and

75,000 years BP (Dreimanis and Karrow, 1972). The preceding

Sangamon interglacial commenced sometime between 150,000

53
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years BP and 110,000 years BP (ShacKleton and OpdyKe, 1976;

Dreimanis and Harrow, 1972). The lllinoian glacial was the

most extensive and prolonged of the Known glacial events,

commencing approximately 400,000 years BP.

Since exact correlations between pre-Wisconsin

continental glacial events and the oceanic events dated by

Shackleton and OpdyKe (1976) are uncertain, the durations of

the pre-Wisconsin periods can be obtained only by matching

dated oceanic events considered significant with continental

events. Consequently, the ages cited by investigators for

the episodes prior to the Wisconsin vary widely.

Each glacial is in turn divided into episodes

characterised by increased ice sheet activity, and periods

during which the glaciers were in retreat. The events of

glacial advances are termed "stadials", while the

intervening periods are "interstadials". The duration of

these episodes varies with each researcher's definition of

the terms. During the Wisconsin glacial, for example, the

first event was a glacial advance termed the Early

Wisconsin. Some authors consider the entire Early Wisconsin

as a single stadial 20,000 years long, while others

subdivide the time into two stadials separated by an

intervening interstadial. The following 30,000 years were

characterised by widespread glacial retreat and stagnation,

punctuated by occasional minor local readvances. This period

is termed the Mid-Wisconsin interstadial. Finally, a series

of glacial advances covered much of Canada, called the Late
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Wisconsin, which reached its maximum about 17,000 years ago

and eventually retreated approximately 8,000 years BP. Late

Wisconsin time is divided into a number of glacial advance

and retreat phases, each lasting between 8000 and 200 years.

Table 6 outlines the subdivision of the Quaternary in North

America.

Since the contributing causes of continental glaciation

are as yet unclear, a prediction of the time until the next

glacial is not possible.

However, a number of possible scenarios can be

examined. Since glacial ice has disappeared from the vast

majority of the area of the North American and Eurasian

continents previously affected by glaciation, it can be

assumed that the Wisconsin glacial has terminated.

Therefore, a resumption of glaciation will not occur in the

immediate future. If the earth is currently within an

interglacia 1 episode, and ice disappeared about 8,000 years

ago, glaciation would not resume until about 40,000 years

from the present. This estimate is based upon the estimated

length of the Sangamon interglacial, 50,000 years. Such an

estimate is of course a tenuous approximation, but in the

absence of data regarding the causes of glaciation it is the

most reliable available.

Another possibility is that the glacial-interglacial

cycle has abated, and that a long period of quiescence will

precede the next glaciation. The last major continental

glaciation preceding the Quaternary occurred during the
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Permian period, approximately 250 million years before the

present. In the interim, movement of the earth's crustal

plates has resulted in shifting continental alignments. It

is possible that passage of a similar length of time from

the present would find Canada far distant from any glaciated

area.



6. THE AMOUNT OF CONTINENTAL GLACIAL EROSION

6.1 Introduction

Leading glacial geologists and authors of popular

textbooks including Flint (1971), Embleton and King (1975)

and Sugden and John (1976) have argued that ice sheets erode

relatively little. This is based on field evidence and

theory which was presented in the first part of this report.

In 1972, White published in the Geological Society of

America Bulletin a detailed paper advocating deep

Pleistocene glacial erosion over the shield areas of Canada

and Fennoscandia. The reaction to this article was swift and

critical. Although some agreed with him, most did not.

Counter theories were presented, some with convincing

evidence, others convincing but without real evidence. In

any case, White's paper was a catalyst for renewed thinking

of the problem and for increased field work to demonstrate

one way or the other which was correct. Papers have appeared

that suggest that some of White's basic premises are wrong,

and most support the idea that relatively little glacial

erosion has taken place on the Canadian Shield. An

assessment of the various papers that have been published on

the subject is given below. The authors' major points are

given and then evaluated by the writer.

58
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6.2 Arguments for Deep Glacial Erosion

6.2.1 White (1972). "Deep Erosion by Continental Glaciers"

White's paper can conveniently be divided into four

parts based upon broad subject matter. Following each part

is the writer's evaluation. Evaluation is made on the paper

per se with minimum reference to work done by others, which

is evaluated separately.

1. Of the world's large areas of exposed Precambrian rock,

two (Fennoscandia and the Canadian Shield) were centrally

located beneath great Pleistocene continental ice sheets

that no longer exist, are proportionate to those ice sheets

in size and similar in shape, and are great lowlands holding

central seas (Figure 10). Most of the other shield regions

are in areas that were covered by Paleozoic ice sheets and

are presently overlain only by stratigraphic cover that is

younger than those ice sheets.

Lowlands that were covered by Pleistocene ice sheets

are huge, relatively flat or low relief surfaces. The more

resistant crystalline rock forms the higher areas except in

the center, where there is a depression. Progressively

younger strata are exposed beyond the crystalline rock in a

concentric manner. Glacial erosion has been most intense in

the area of the central depression, decreasing toward the

margins. It would be a remarkable coincidence that each of

the two former ice sheets was concentric with one of the two

large areas of Precambrian exposures, Unless the ice sheets
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caused the exposure. This is supported by the locations of

Pleistocene glacial drift lying directly over Precambrian

crystal line rock.

Evaluation:

a) White assumes that there must have been great

thicknesses of post-Precambrian rocK exposed in these areas

prior to glaciation and the only logical explanation for

their disappea ance is deep glacial erosion (Figure 11).

White presents no evidence that indeed there was a great

thickness of fost-Precambrian rocks over these areas.

Structural geologists and stratigraphers have long

recognized that erosion of Precambrian rocks has been the

sediment source for younger strata (eg. McCrossan and

Glaister, 1965). It has been demonstrated in Canada that

there must have been exposed crystalline rock in the area of

the Canadian Shield for much of geologic time, since younger

fringing strata commonly contain minerals derived from the

Shield (Wilson, 1946; McCrossan and Glaister, 1965). The

exposure of the Shield area during post-Precambrian time

contradicts White's assumption that sedimentary rock units

covered large portions of this region.

b) White assumes that the thickest ice and the center

of accumulation was over Hudson Bay. Recent work supported

by field evidence shows this not to be the case. (See later

discussion on papers by Andrews and Miller (1979) and Shi Its

et al. (1979).)
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c) White assumes that ice sheets become less erosive

away from their centers. There is direct evidence that the

ice sheets in Canada eroded the less competent Mesozoic

rocks more than they eroded the competent crystalline core

of the central area. This argument is based on the observed

difference in thickness of glacial deposits over Mesozoic

and Canadian Shield rocks: the younger strata are mantled by

a much thicker accumulation. The thickness of Quaternary

glacially-produced material in southeastern Alberta locally

exceeds 100 m (Stalker, 1969), while in the Shield area the

mantle rarely exceeds 10 m (Flint, 1971).

d) Probably White's best argument, although it does not

prove deep glacial erosion, is that most of the former ice

sheets lay over Precambrian rocks. This is indeed curious

and cannot be totally dismissed. However, the phenomenon

might be explained by an evaluation of geotectonic uplift

and the motions of the continents, throughout geologic time.

2. Around the Canadian and Fennoscandian Shields, arcs of

exhumation control major topography and drainage (Figures 10

and 11). These are arcuate lowlands of continental scope

encircling the shields at the Precambrian - Paleozoic

contact, where giaciation skimmed Paleozoic rocks off

crystalline basement. They are geometrically similar and are

proportional in size to the ice sheets that excavated them.

These include the Mackenzie and St. Lawrence River valleys

and the large lake basins such as Great Bear and the Great

Lakes in North America, and the Baltic Sea and other basins
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in Europe (Figure 10).

Evaluation:

a) White's arcs of exhumation do not provide evidence

for erosion of hundreds of meters of Paleozoic rock over a

large area. His argument may be applicable for certain

"selected" lake basins in North America such as Great Slave

Lake and Great Bear Lake. Here, a few hundreds of meters of

material have been removed, most likely from glacier

erosion. Erosion of the lake basins can be explained by

deepening of pre-existing low areas near the Paleozoic -

Precambrian boundary, a location where topographic

irregularities could be expected to be maximized. Ice would

be locally thicker and perhaps its base at the pressure

melting point providing basal sliding, constrained flow and

therefore, erosion (see section on Glacier Environments).

Other lake basins such as the Great Lakes appear to be

clearly structurally controlled and not primarily a result

of glacier erosion. (Kumarapel'I and Saull, 1966; see later

discussion).

b) White suggests severe glacial erosion of topographic

highs along with the deeper scouring which is postulated to

occur in the basin areas. Nowhere does White present

evidence that the topographic highs have been extensively

eroded. Investigations in Greenland have demonstrated that

topographic highs are unaltered, as indicated by the

presence of chemically-weathered rock and the absence of
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glacial erosion features such as striations and chattermarks

(Sugden and John, 1976). In contrast, low areas show

considerable gouging and trough development, especially in

coastal areas.

3. Peripheral parts of shield areas that were inundated by

Pleistocene ice sheets show exhumed pre-Paleozoic terrain

with a regional slope that is radially outward,

down-glacier. Central parts are flat-floored basins that

slope radially inward up-glacier (Figure 11).

White attributes the present day topographic

configuration to deep glacial erosion, based upon a number

of arguments.

1) The areas covered by the Laurentide and

Fennoscandian ice sheets are geomorphically similar

in concentric zones and can only be explained by

glacial erosion when considering their size, and the

size of the ice sheets that covered them. The

smaller Fennoscandian ice sheet explains the

relatively smaller geomorphic features found there.

2) The zero isobase of the post-glacial rebound

parallels closely the edge of the Canadian Shield

and former ice dome, suggesting that the exposure of

the Precambrian rock results from vigorous erosion

by the thickest part of the ice dome.

3) Repetitive glaciation brings alternating depression

and rebound of the Ice-covered area caused by

.glacial loading and unloading. However, this is
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probably a cumulative and permanent deformation

caused by the lightening of load by glacial erosion

of bedrocK. Such cumulative and permanent

deformation seems to be involved in the cause of the

outward slopes (Figure 11). Depths of glacial

erosion, reduction of load and amount of uplift

should be progressively less toward the periphery of

the ice sheet. Further, with increasing loss of mass

with distance up glacier from the first divide, the

thickness of bedrocK removed by glacial erosion

progressively exceeded the increase in elevation due

to uplift. This may account for the inward slopes of

the central basin.

There is ample field evidence of exhumation of the

Precambrian erosion surface of the Canadian Shie'.<J.

Ambrose (1964) explains this by subaerial stream

erosion. White argues against this by stating: a)

localization of the exhumed Precambrian surface in

the arc of exhumation suggests that it was stripped

by glacial erosion; b) fluvial erosion is confined

to channels, whereas glacial erosion is not; c)

outliers of Paleozoic strata found below present day

water levels in certain exhumed bedrocK basins can

only be explained by glacial erosion; d) glacial

erosion has removed the weak Paleozoic cover from

irregular topographic highs, leaving protected

Paleozoic outliers in valley bottoms well below
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water level. This excludes fluvial erosion. Also,

the contact between Paleozoic and Precambrian rocks

is commonly on floors of such depressions, making it

difficult to see how the Precambrian rocks could

have been exhumed by streams which demand an

uninterrupted descending gradient in their courses

in order to flow and erode their valleys.

5) Bornhardts (large spheroidal monoliths of resistant

rocks) occur in all large non-glaciated areas of

crystalline exposures. They are not found on the

inward slope of the Canadian and Fennoscandian

Shields. They, therefore, must have been removed by

glacial erosion.

6) In the Finger Lakes area of northern New York,

topographic expression is a result of differential

glacier erosion rather than structural control.

Hear, near tne edge of the arc of exhumation,

glacier erosion has flattened the land in the Lake

Ontario region, becoming less effective to the south

where the Finger Lakes valleys have been scoured and

drainage changes have taken place. Glacial erosion

is estimated to have been as much as 600 m in the

deepest part of Lake Ontario.

Evaluation:

In Figure 11, White suggests that the Precambrian
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surface was domed. The dome hypothesis can be shown to be

untenable in Canada on several grounds (points 1)., .2) and 3)

above).

a) Any pre-Paleozoic dome would result in deposition of

sediment in concentric rings around the central Precambrian

upland. However, Paleozoic sediments exist in Hudson Bay

(Grant, 1969). Thus, White implies that any dome found must

have originated after the Paleozoic.

b) The uprising of such a large proportion of the

earth's crust could not occur spontaneously in any random

area. Briefly, current geologic thought links uplift and

mountain-building to the effects of the interaction of

continental and oceanic crust. Mountains can only be formed

when two crustal units or plates collide. In North America,

the only area of mountain-building activity since the early

Mesozoic is the Cordilleran belt. The absence of tectonic

activity as indicated by the absence of active volcanism and

mountain-building and the presence of a broad continental

shelf, implies that the postulated dome simply could not

have formed during the period following the Paleozoic.

These points demonstrate that White's central dome

could not have existed. The distribution of Paleozoic

sediment in the fringing areas and in Hudson Bay indicate

that these areas have been topographic lows for a

considerable period. White's thesis that a great amount of

erosion taKes place in the central area of an ice sheet is

suggested by Boulton (1974). However, Boulton's work deals
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with small alpine glaciers on Spitzbergen, so that his

findings are probably not applicable to large continental

ice sheets. In addition, much of Boulton's work has been

challenged by Shaw (1977) who has succeeded in demonstrating

numerous physical and theoretical inconsistencies in this

research (see section on Glacier Environments).

The position of the zero isobase delineated by Moore

(1948) is seriously in error (Figure 10; Point 2) above I.

Detailed studies by Farrand and Qajda (1962), Andrews

(1973), and Kite (1972), among others, have demonstrated

that a) The zero isobase does not parallel the Shield border

throughout its length, and b) Subsequent isobases are not

concentric about Hudson Bay. The different patterns of

isostatic recovery in Eastern and Western Canada imply that

the mode of glacial ablation and not the degree of erosion

controls the rate and duration of rebound.

There is little doubt that glacial erosion exhumed

parts of the Precambrian erosion surface near Paleozoic

boundaries (point 4) above). In Canada, Great Slave anj

Great Bear Lakes are good examples. However, these

relatively deep lakes that are best explained by

differential glacier erosion are relatively rare. To say

that deep glacial erosion was responsible for exhumation of

the Precambrian surface throughout the Shield areas is

speculative, especially when the amount of Paleozoic cover,

if any, is not known; the pre-Paleozoic surface

configuration is not known; field evidence is not presented.
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and exhumation by fluvial action, as suggested by Ambrose

(1954), is a demonstrated fact. Ambrose's work is discussed

under the section on arguments against deep glacial erosion.

Point 5, that bornhardts are not present, is curious

but proves nothing. The process of landscape evolution vary

with climate and terrain factors, so that no bornhardts may

ever have been formed or may have been eroded long before

glaciation.

In southern Ontario and the Finger Lakes area of

northern New York, the topographic expression is more likely

due to structural control rather than to differential

glacial erosion (Point 6). Glacial activity did, however,

modify the terrain, but did not erode as deeply as suggested

by White. White says that glacial erosion is estimated to be

as much as 600 m in the deepest part of Lake Ontario,

although no explanation is advanced for the choice of this

figure. Bathymetric data collected from Lake Ontario

(Bowlby, 1975) indicates that large-scale glacial

overdeepening has not occurred, and the maximum depth of

Lake Ontario is only 235 m.

The Lake Ontario basin was initially formed as a result

of Late Ordov^ian (Taconic) and Late Devonian (Acadian)

orogenic activity to the southeast and east (Kay, 1942). A

series of block faults bordering the deepest portion of the

lake, the eastern extremity, is associated with uplift

during the formation of the Adirondack Mountains. This

faulting, combined with uplift along the Cincinnati and
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Frontenac Arches, produced the basin. Subsequent Late

Cretaceous or Early Tertiary movement created additional

block faults associated with the Ottawa-St. Lawrence graben

system, as recognized by Kay (1942) and Kumarapeli and Sauil

(1966).

These tectonic processes resulted in the exposure of a

number of bedrocK strata of varying lithologies. As the

processes of subaerial and fluvial erosion acted, the weak

shales were eroded leaving the dolomite and limestone units

exposed in north-facing escarpments. Thus, the oldest rocks

exposed, the Black River and Trenton limestones, form the

northern shore of Lake Ontario. Here, block faulting has

elevated older strata above these formations (Kay, 1942).

Overlying these limestones were several weak shales: the

Billings, Dundas, Carlsbad, Russell, and Queenston

Formations (Wilson, 1946). Most of this material was

gradually removed by fluvial action, forming the Lake

Ontario basin. The south shore of the basin was protected

somewhat from erosion by the resistant Grimsby sandstone.

South of the lake, two other escarpments, capped

respectively by the Lockport dolomite and the Dnondaga

limestone, developed similarly. The northern feature is

referred to as the Niagara Escarpment.

In the Finger Lakes region, no single resistant bed

occurs. The youngest Chemung sandstone units cumulatively

serve to support the Portage escarpment, the southern

boundary of the region, but discontinuities in these units
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cause weak shale beds to be exposed. It is in these areas

that most of the erosion has occurred. It has been suggested

(Von Engeln, 1961) that the entire Portage escarpment has

been displaced southerly due to preglacial activity of the

Cayuga River. This would accentuate the opportunity for the

removal of the unprotected soft shales, producing the deep

salients visible in the escarpment today.

From the above, it is apparent that lithologic and

structural controls, and not glacial erosion, were most

liKely responsible for the development of the Lake Ontario -

Finger LaKes region.

4. Erosion by the Laurentide and Fennoscandian ice sheets

has carved great hierarchies of ellipsoidal basins. In North

America, the master basin holds Hudson Bay; the lesser

radiating basins farther down-glacier hold the Great Lakes.

A similar, but lesser, hierarchy has eastern Lake Ontario as

the master basin and the Finger Lakes of New York as the

lesser, radiating basins. The shape and arrangement of these

basins indicates that glaciers have moulded them, forming

smaller basins in peripheral areas where erosion is less

intense. Figure 12 summarizes these ideas.

Evaluation:

There is no doubt that glaciers have modified and

shaped the lakes and basins mentioned. However, the

hierarchy does not necessarily imply deep glacier erosion or

that it becomes less intense away from the ice center.
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Certain lakes are structurally controlled (eg. Lake Ontario,

Finger Lakes) whereas other probably are not (eg. Great

Slave Lake). Therefore, glacial erosion has not formed the

basins in all cases. Further, the areal size of a lake may

have nothing to do with its depth. For example, Lake

Winnipeg has a maximum depth of 19 m whereas the deepest

Finger Lake, a lesser hierarchy of ellipsoidal basin, is 186

m deep!

Conclusions. It is obvious that White's theory on deep

glacial erosion is just that - a theory. He explains the

features and bedrock observed as being a result of deep

glacial erosion without producing any field evidence. He

speculates on the pre-glacial terrain, the glacial terrain

and the processes and mechanics of glacier flow. He was

careful not to mention actual figures on what he considered

to be deep glacial erosion. Many of his basic premises used

for Canada were wrong, such as the position of the zero

isobase, that certain basins were not structurally

controlled, and that a complete Paleozoic section was

present over the Canadian Shield.

•Even though White's theory is based upon many erroneous

data and biased conceptions, that still does not rule out

deep glacier erosion per se. Most of the remaining part of

this report will examine arguments against deep glacial

erosion. As result of White's paper, most workers address

their arguments to his work.
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6.2.2 Dent (1973)• "Glacial Exhumation of Impact Craters in

the Canadian Shield"

Dent argues that the distribution of impact events

(crater formation through time) can most easily be explained

using White's theory of deep glacial erosion. The theory can

explain the ages of the discovered craters without

postulating an unusual variation in the rate of infall of

meteorites throughout Phanerozoic time (Figure 13). The

anomalous preservation of early Phanerozoic craters on a

Precambrian surface can be explained by assuming: 1) that an

impact crater can be preserved over hundreds of millions of

years only if it forms on a stable area and is soon buried

below sediments, and 2) that the sedimentary layers covering

the shield craters were only recently removed by Pleistocene

glacial erosion. This erosional history carries the

implication of a particular relation between size, age, and

locations of the shield craters. Dent admits that data on

the craters are insufficient to statistically choose between

White's theory and the traditional view of glacier erosion.

However, the pattern implied by White's theory is not

definitely violated by any of the 13 known pre-Pleistocene

craters. The lack of craters from the first and last 100

million year periods of the Phanerozoic can be attributed to

erosional processes, and evidence for variation.in the rate

of Infall of meteorites onto the earth is indicated only for

one anomalous period, some 350 m.y. ago (not explained).

This analysis has not been proved correct, and will require
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Figure 13C. Map of the Canadian Shield (Precambrian area
shaded) showing location and age group of the 14 discovered
impact craters. The relative size of the craters of greater
than 10 km in diameter is given by the size of the circles,
which are drawn about four times map scale. The individual
craters are identified by a letter in Figure 13A. The first
divide of White's theory of glacial erosion is also shown
(Dent, 1973).
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more data on craters throughout the world.

Evaluation:

Dent presents only theoretical arguments, based on a

small number of crater occurrences. He admits that it

neither proves nor disproves White's theory. However, two of

the craters cited, Deep Bay and West Hawk Lake, possess

characteristics which are not necessarily compatible with

White's theory. The age of both these craters, and hence the

amount of erosion which they have undergone, is in doubt.

The youngest crater, Nouveau-Quebec, is definitely not

compatible with the theory. This crater is relatively close

to the central area of the Ungava-Labrador ice sheet

(Henderson, 1959), and as such should have been subjected to

extensive glacial erosion. Dent's statement that the crater

was formed after the major part of the Quaternary glaciation

and was therefore, subject only to minor readvances does not

agree with the estimated age of 150,000 years. As can be

seen from the chart outlining Quaternary chronology (Table

6), this time falls within Illinoian Glaciation, generally

considered to be the most extensive glacial event (Frye and

Willman, 19S0; Flint, 1971). Even if the crater was actually

formed during the succeeding Sangamon Interglacial, the

Wisconsin Glaciation which followed would have been

sufficiently strong to modify the crater had glacial erosion

been generally effective. The presence of Wisconsin deposits

in Southern Ontario (Dreimanis and Karrow, 1972), Southern
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Alberta (Stalker, 1969), and Illinois (Frye and Willman,

1960) attest to the extent of this event.

6.3 Arguments Against Deep Glacial Erosion

6.3.1 Ambrose (1964). "Exhumed Paleoplains of the

Precambrian Shield of North America"

Ambrose's work is probably the most exhaustive

compilation and analysis of the paleogeography of the

Canadian Shield. By quoting the field data on the occurrence

of Paleozoic outliers of various ages on the Canadian

Shield, at Lake Temiscaming, Pembroke, Lac St. Jean, and

other localities, he concludes that the whole shield area

was covered by Ordovician, Silurian and Middle Devonian

strata. The Shield was probably never completely covered

again, for the only outlier known to be younger than the

Middle Devonian are two areas of Cretaceous strata southwest

of James Bay and a Mesozoic deposit on Bylot Island, N.W.T.

At every locality where details concerning the

Ordovician-Precambrian surface are given, one or more

features that are diagnostic of a paleopiain now being

exhumed are described, such as outliers of limestone in

Precambrian valleys, inliers of Precambrian hills piercing

Ordovician strata, structurally controlled drainage on

Precambrian rocks abruptly truncated along contacts with

younger rocks, and sub-Ordovician relief on Precambrian

rocks (Figures 14, 15 and 16). Further, the paleodrainage is
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similar to today's. The only reasonable conclusion is that a

sub-Ordovician paleoplain that extended over the entire

shield area is being exhumed. This does not rule out that a

portion of the exhumation was accomplished by glacier

erosion. However, it does rule out deep glacier erosion as

postulated by White (Figure 11) because it indicates that

the Precambrian surface has been lowered very little since

the cover has been removed, and that such lowering as did

occur was accomplished by reactivated pre-Ordovician

adjusted drainage, thus preserving the drainage pattern and

hill forms virtually intact. Furthermore, the paleoplain

surface suggests that the major basins such as Hudson Bay

and Lake Ontario were established in pre-Paleozoic time.

Also, Ambrose mentions the occurrence of residual

pre-Paleozoic regoliths. This all points to the conclusion

that erosion of bedrock during Pleistocene glaciation was

minor or negligible.

Evaluation:

The field-derived evidence presented by Ambrose argues

against White's deep glacial erosion theory. Further studies

have uncovered many additional Paleozoic outliers in the

Canadian Shield (eg. Akpatok Island, Ungava Bay, Manicouagan

Lake, Quebec; Wales Island, N.W.T.; Grise Fjord, Ellesmere

Island). (Geological Map of Canada, Geological Survey of

Canada, 1969). As indicated above, the identification of a

pre-Ordovician paleoplain displaying the same drainage
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Figure 14. Part of A rc t i c Archipelago and the Northwest
Te r r i t o r i es , Canada. Recognizable exhumed paleoplains
(Ambrose, 1964).
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Figure 15. Central Canada. Recognizable exhumed paleoplains
(Ambrose, 1964).
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Figure 16. Eastern Canada. Recognizable exhumed paleoplains
(Ambrose, 1964).
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characteristics as today's pattern indicates that glacial

erosion has not effectively modified the drainage in the

Shield area. The presence of outliers of relatively

incompetent Paleozoic and Late Precambrian sediments also

suggest that glacial erosion was ineffective. The central

area of the Keewatin ice sheet (see discussion on Shi Its e_t

al.. 1979) is underlain by incompetent Late Precambrian

sediments and minor areas of Upper Ordovician sediment. If

deep glacial erosion had occurred, these sediments would not

exist today.

White cites Ambrose's work, but re-interprets many of

the data. His argument that exhumation was effected by

glacial action can be rejected on two grounds. Firstly, if

the covering sediments were totally removed, modification of

the drainage pattern of the Precambrian surface would also

liKely occur. In a glacially-modified region, one would

expect to find overdeepened valleys, whalebacKs, grooves,

and other erosional indicators. None of these features are

reported by Ambrose, The absence of evidence for such

modification, as explained by Ambrose, means that glacial

erosion could not have been the agent. Secondly, the

presence of incompetent Late Precambrian and Ordovician

sediments in the centre of a glaciated region is

inconsistent with White's theory.
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6.3.2 Flint (1971). "Glacial and Quaternary Geology." and

Ma thews l1975). "Cenozoic Erosion and Erosion Surfaces of

Eastern North America"

An early approach to the investigation of the

effectiveness of glacial erosion was to calculate the total

volume of eroded sediment redeposited on the land and in the

continental margin areas. From this, the depth of glacial

erosion could be estimated (Flint, 1971).

Estimates based on terrestrial thicknesses of glacial

material are not reliable, due to several complicating

factors (Flint, 1971):

a. The total thicKness of material overlying the

bedrock may include non-glaciogenic material,

b. More than a single glacial event may be involved.

This situation is especially prevalent at the

margins of areas of continental glaciation,

c. The distance which the material has travelled varies

widely. In many cases, much of the sediment has been

deposited within a few metres of the site from which

it was eroded, while in other instances a collection

of far-travelled sediments may form at a single

locality,

d. The total volume of eroded sediment is difficult to

relate to the total volume of deposited material,

due to the effects of compaction, glacial abrasion,

and glaciofluvial reworking.
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Flint (1971) considers that a total thickness of 25 m

was removed from the Shield areas of Fennoscandia, based on

drift thickness in the Baltic area, but stresses the

approximate nature of the estimate given the potential for

error induced by the complica <ng factors listed above.

More recent attempts have focused on the Atlantic

continental margin of North America. Although no attempt to

evaluate the contribution produced solely by glaciation has

been made, a number of studies have investigated the total

amount of erosion which has occurred since the beginning of

the Cenozoic era, ca. 60 million years ago. Mathews (1975)

states that the erosional rate for the St. Lawrence drainage

basin east of the Great Lakes was 0.3 km3/km2/6Om.y.

Compared with a rate of 1.6 km3/km2/60m.y. obtained for the

Georgia-Carolina region, this indicates that erosion in the

north has been proceeding at a much slower pace throughout

the Cenozoic (Figure 17). These calculations, although

theoretical and prone to some error, agree with observations

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence which suggest that the rate of

deposition in that area (and hence the rate of erosion

inland) is very low and has been so throughout the

Quaternary (King and Maclean, 1970; Bart lett and Molinsky,

1972). The presence of the Ordovician sediments on Anticosti

Island also suggests that the erosion rate in the area has

been low for a considerable period.

If a constant erosion rate through the Cenozoic is
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Figure 17. Source area and disposition of Cenozoic sediment
along the eastern margin of North America (Mathews, 1975).
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assumed, then Quaternary erosion removed a thickness of 10.0

m from the St. Lawrence basin. This value, of course,

represents an average thickness removed from all rock strata

in the area, not merely the crystalline rock of the Shield

Region. The calculated figure also assumes that the glacial

and fluvial erosion processes are equally effective, an

assumption which is questioned elsewhere earlier in this

report. It appears, therefore, that although the exact

amount of erosion cannot be determined through measurement

of redeposited sediment, an estimate can be obtained which

suggests that the amount was of a relatively low magnitude.

Evaluation:

a) The volume of erosion as calculated by Mathews

appears to be a reasonable estimate. Earlier estimates (eg.

Menard, 1961), which were considerably higher were largely

based on the erroneous assumption that the high porosity

(60%) of the offshore sediments was due to the dissolution

of material, and thus that much of the total volume of

eroded material had been removed from the ocean subsequent

to deposition. In fact, the amount of carbonate, the only

readily-dissolved material available, is very minor. This is

Indicated by the absence of marl units (Emery ejt aj.., 1970).

The low population density of foraminifera (Bartlett, 1962)

along the Atlantic coastal margin indicates that carbonate

input from this source is minor, implying that the sediments

present along the continental margin are almost entirely
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terrigenous in nature.

b) The lower erosion rate for the Gulf of St. Lawrence

region (0.3 km3/km2) as opposed to the Carolina-Georgia

coast (1.6km3/km2) suggests that glacial activity did not

produce an increased contribution of eroded sediments.

Mathews' source area is so defined as to exclude the Great

Lakes, meaning that no large basins are present to entrap

sediments and lower the total volume reaching the coast. The

erosion rate postulated agrees with the earlier rates of

Dole and Stabler (1909) and Gilluly (1964). The estimate of

10 m of material removed from the St. Lawrence basin does

not support the concept of deep glacial erosion. Mathews'

figures, which indicate that a theoretical total erosion of

the Gulf of St. Lawrence during Cenozoic time would produce

an amount of sediment vastly in excess of the amount

actually present, are confirmed by the presence of Gamachian

(Ordovician) strata on Anticosti Island, indicating that

major erosion was confined to the route of discharge of the

St. Lawrence.

6.3.3 Chumakov (1973). "Continental Ice Sheets and

Precambrian Shields: Discussion"

The argument that evidence observed in all exposed

Precambrian Shield areas of the world suggests that glacial

erosion has exposed these regions is challenged by Chumakov.

He argues that events that affected these regions are

complex. Almost all shield areas were glaciated several
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times before the Paleozoic. For example, the Canadian Shield

was glaciated at least twice during the Precambrian

(Berthelsen and Moe-Nygaard, 1965; Young, 1970). Each of

these major events consisted of several advances and

retreats. In most cases, it can be shown that the ice sheets

behaved similarly to those of the Paleozoic and Pleistocene:

they moved outward from inland Shield areas (Young, 1970;

ChumaKov, 1971). This implies that morphologically similar

ice sheets occurred repeatedly in shield areas throughout

geologic time, which in turn implies that continental ice

sheets form more frequently in places where there are

shields, rather than indicating that these ice sheets denude

shields. The tendency of ice sheets to form over areas of

Precambrian rock may be due to climatic, topographic,

tectonic, or other factors. Not enough information exists at

present to choose between these parameters.

Evaluation:

ChumaKov's data on pre-Phanerozoic glaciation clearly

challenge White's fundamental premise. White (1973)

published a short paper in reply to Chumakov' s criticisms in

which he agreed that multiple Precambrian glaciation took

place, and also suggested that the magnitude of erosion was

sufficient to remove large amounts of Precambriah material.

However, White essentially ignored Chumakov's principle

arguments.
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6.3.4 Gravenor (1975). "Erosion By Continental Ice Sheets"

Gravenor disputes most of the principal contentions of

White, using arguments largely based on field evidence

collected from Southern Ontario and the Midwestern United

States.

1. Southwestern Ontario is used as an example in order to

refute White's suggestion that the areas between deep basins

have underaone extensive glacial erosion. The Niagara

escarpment, which separates Lakes Erie and Ontario, has

apparently undergone little erosion and modification, as

indicated by its sharply-developed ridge. The direction of

ice movement was apparently through the lake basins, as

indicated by drumlins, striae, and whalebacks (Chapman and

Putnam, 1966).

Evaluation:

Since the Niagara escarpment lies almost at right

angles to the direction of glacial advance in the area

(Karrow, 1974) it certainly would have been modified had

glacial erosion been effective. Its unaltered condition

supports Gravenor' s suggestion. It has been suggested that

the basins of the lower Great Lakes were formed due to

tectonic activity along the St. Lawrence rift system

(Kumarapeli and Sauli, 1966); glacial erosion has deepened

these basins somewhat, but has not effectively altered the

bathymetry. Pre-Pleistocene faults in the Lake Ontario basin
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are exposed, and have not been extensively modified (Bowlby.

1975).

2. Gravenor suggests that the presence of Canadian Shield

minerals and rock fragments in the oldest Known Quaternary

tills found in the Midwestern United States indicates that

the Shield must have been exposed at least in part during

the first glacial advance. The mineralogy of these tills has

been studied by many investigators (eg. Frye and Willman,

1960; Bayne, 1968; Zeller, 1968). The amount and type of

heavy minerals found in these tills such as amphiboles,

garnets, and pyroxenes, can be correlated with tills found

near the present Canadian Shield and Paleozoic boundary.

Further, flow indicators in the Great Lakes region leave

little doubt to the direction of movement. Most tills

contain about 80% locally derived material, so percentages

of the amount and type of local and non-local material

calculated for several regions from the same till give a

fairly reliable indicator of the source. This is the

reasoning used by Gravenor although he doesn' t give

information on the source area, or tills further north.

There is really little reason not to accept Gravenor's

argument for it is derived from a common practice used by

most glacial geologists in evaluating tills.

Evaluation:

The widespread presence of Shield materials in these

tills, as well as in other old glacial sediments (Stalker,
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1969) leaves little doubt that a substantial proportion of

the Shield was exposed to glacial activity from the-

beginning of the Quaternary. The absence of Paleozoic and

Mesozoic rock fragments in the tills on and immediately

adjacent to the Shield (eg. Henderson, 1959; Dreimanis and

Vagners, 1972) indicates that no strata of these ages were

exposed and available for erosion during the glaciations.

Gravenor's arguments based on field evidence are good, and

in turn are supported by other workers.

3. Gravenor also presents theoretical arguments, based

largely on the work of Paterson (1969) and Nobles and

Weertman (1971), which indicate that glacial erosion is

minimal near the centre of an ice sheet. These authors state

that continental glaciers move by basal sliding along a

water layer at the sole, and erosion takes place due to the

alternate freezing and thawing of this layer. Thus, erosion

is at a maximum near the edge of an ice sheet (where the

most freeze-thaw cycles occur) and at a minimum at the

centre.

Evaluation:

A similar theoretical model is presented by Sugden and

John (1976). The assumptions involved in all such

theoretical models are great and caution is required.

Nevertheless, all of these authors agree that erosion

reaches a minimum at the centre of a continental ice sheet.

It has'been established (see commentary on Whiilans paper)
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that the modal distance of glacial transport of eroded

fragments is less than 10 Km (Linden, 1975) and hence the

greatest thickness of till should be found near the area of

greatest erosion. The thick Quaternary deposits in

peripheral areas, such as the Scarborough Bluffs of Toronto

(Karrow, 1967) and southern Alberta (Stalker and Churcher,

1972), suggest that glacial erosion in these areas was quite

effective. In contrast, the Canadian Shield is mantled by a

discontinuous till layer averaging less than 2 m thick,

suggesting that little erosion has occurred (eg. Henderson,

1959; Flint, 1971; Dreimanis and Vagners, 1972) in

accordance with Gravenor's ideas.

6.3.5 Devnoux and Trompette (1976). "Late Precambrian

Mixtites: Glacial and/or Non-Glacial? Dealing Especially

with Mixtites of West Africa"

Detailed work by Deynoux and Trompette indicate that

mixtites in West Africa are glacial and non-marine in

origin. The Late Precambrian glaciation of West Africa is a

good example of widespread continental glacial deposits laid

down on a relatively stable craton. Deynoux and Trompette

favor Chumakov's (1973) explanation that shields provide

regions favorable to the development of continental ice

sheets and not White's explanation that deep glacial erosion

exposes the shields, although no reasons for this preference

are given. If Chumakov is correct, it was probably only

after important periods of epeirogeny that the shields,
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first stripped either partially or completely of their

original sedimentary cover, by alluvial and mass-wasting

processes, could provide a region suitable for accumulation

of the continental ice sheets.

Evaluation:

The only reason this paper is evaluated is to show

support for Chumakov (1973; see discussion on ChumaKov's

paper). There is no new evidence presented in support of

ChumaKov but rather a preference for his ideas.

6.3.6 Sugden (19761. "A Case Against Deep Erosion of Shields

by Ice Sheets"

Sugden argues against White's fundamental assumptions

that 1) Hudson Bay and the Gulf of Bothia occupy massive

basins eroded by Pleistocene ice sheets, and 2) the shield

rocks have been exposed by deep glacial erosion. The first

is invalid because, a) much of Hudson Bay is underlain by

Paleozoic rocks and not crystalline basement rocks; these

Paleozoic rocks display a broad basin structure and are

estimated to be at least 1190 m thick and probably more than

2440 m thick (Grant, 1969); and b) a valley pattern is

present in Paleozoic rocks on the floor of Hudson Bay that

must be pre-glacial in age because of its subcontinental

scale (not enough time for development during interglacial

or post-glacial time) (Bird, 1967; Pelletier, 1969). This of

course implies that ice has been unable to modify either the
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Paleozoic rock cover or the crystalline shield rock beneath

the ice sheet. The second assumption is questioned because

evidence indicates that the broad morphological features of

the Canadian and Fennoscandian Shield areas were present

before Pleistocene glaciation (see discussion on Ambrose,

1964).

Sugden also quotes the work of Gravenor (1975) and

Mathews (1975) dealing with deposits around the Canadian

Shield (see separate sections).

Evaluation:

Sugden presents convincing evidence that the

continental ice sheets did not erode deeply. The presence of

thick Paleozoic sequences in the centre of Hudson Bay is of

course completely incompatible with White's hypothesis of

deep glacial erosion in the area, as illustrated in Figure

11. The p.e-glacial valley pattern on the floor of Hudson

Bay also precludes deep glacial erosion. A similar pattern

on the floor of Lake Superior has been discussed by Farrand

(1969). The morphological details are discussed in the

section on Ambrose's (1964) paper.

6.3.7 Padaham (1977). "Erosion of Shields by Ice Sheets:

Comment"

Padgham's main point is that ice sheets are selective

erosional agentt. He cites evidence, such as the presence of

whalebacks and cversteepened valleys, which indicates that
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the margins of ice sheets erode more than their central

areas. This is in accordance with the theories of Paterson

(196S), Noble? and Weertman (1971), and Sugden and'John

(1976), which were discussed earlier. Important field

evidence is the distribution of chemical weathering horizons

on granite rocKs, Known as gossans. Gossans are present in

the area east of Great Slave LaKe, near the Quaternary

Keewatin ice centre, but are rare near the limits of the

former ice sheets where erosion is greater.

Evaluation:

Padgham's data on the distribution of gossans rules out

deep glacial erosion, as these sediments are not in any way

consolidated or compacted. It is highly unlikely that

gossans could have formed since glacial time, due to the

slowness of chemical weathering processes. (See weathering

section). These deposits occur over a wide area of

Fennoscandia (Flint, 1971), as well as in the Great Slave

LaKe area, the Ottawa Valley (Harrison, 1972), and the

Gatineau and Laurentide Hills. Further, along the same

lines, relict soils, decomposed saprolitic granite and

gneiss are present on parts of the Shield. One of the best

examples of a decomposed gneiss is present in the ChalK

River Plant site at Perch Lake (N. Catto, University of

Alberta, personal communication, 1980).
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6.3.8 Whiiians (1976) . "Erosion By Continental Ice Sheets"

Whillans (1978) presents a theory of continental ice

sheet erosion and deposition based upon much of the current

thinking and observations on the properties and behaviour of

continental glaciers. He concludes that most debris is

collected at the base of the ice during the advance and is

only transported for about 10 km before it is deposited as

lodgment till. It may take about 100 years to get about 10

meters of till. The debris is incorporated when the 0"C

isotherm is depressed below the glacial floor. The debris

then freezes to the base and erosion take place prior to

deposition. The only adequate source of supply is

pre-glacial regolith, broken-up rocks, or pre-existing

surficial material. Once this material is picked up, moved

and deposited, very little erosion will take place (nothing

to abrade or quarry; Figure 18).

Evaluation:

No indication of the amount of time required for the

quarrying mechanism to remove a given amount of rock is

presented. The time required can be assumed to be quite

large, however. Algonquin Provincial Park (west of Chalk

River) has been covared by glacial ice for most of the past

250,000 years (Illinoian and Wisconsin), yet rock knobs,

bosses, and crags are quite common. Scattered regolithic

so'Is exist in the Grenville province. When erosion does

take place, the amount removed is minimal and the bedrock is
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Figure 18. Summary of stages of glacier activity from
erosion to till deposition (Whillans, 1978).
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simply planed off (roches moutonees). Even rock drumlin<>,

found in the older Shield rocks, seldom have relief Hn

excess of 15 m.

The mechanism suggested here may in fact operate.

However, it cannot explain the presence of large erratics in

distal positions, (eg. the granite blocks of Ohio-Illinois).

If recourse is confined to field studies, such as those of

Linden (1975), Gross and Moran (1971), and Virkkala (1969i,

it can easily be shown that most till particles are not

transported great distances. Work indicates that the

percentage of Shield particles in Ontario tills drops to 50°/

of the till mass within 8 km of the Shield/Paleozoic

contact. This "short transport" theory supports the

contention that it would have been impossible to remove all

traces of Paleozoic cover from the Shield tills or the

sediments in fringing basins. Thus, the absence of Paleozoic

fragments from these sediments can be accepted as evidence

for the absence of Paleozoic cover on this part of the

Shield immediately prior to glaciation.

Whi Hans' model implies that there is no possibility

for deep glacial erosion below the regolith, which is

generally thin as indicated by studies of granite in

non-glaciated regions (see weathering section). His ideas do

not conflict with any field evidence presented to date, and

are substantiated by the field transport studies cited

above.
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6.3.9 Andrews and Mi Her (1979). "Glacial Erosion and Ice

Sheet Divides, Northeastern Laurentide Ice Sheet"

The distribution and abundance of Paleozoic limestone

erratics on southern Baffin Island lead Andrews and Miller

to reject the concept of an ice dome over Hudson Bay, an

idea commonly accepted by many workers, including White

(Figure 19A). These erratics indicate that glacial flow was

southerly over Baffin Island, towards Hudson Bay and Hudson

Strait rather than radiating outwards from them. Limestone

erratics east of the Paleozoic outcrop on western Baffin

Island are rare, whereas limestone erratics on Melville

Peninsular are abundant. Further, the presence of Paleozoic

limestone on the floors of the large sounds of eastern

Baffin Island and Hudson Strait suggests that glacial

erosion is not the cause of these deep troughs.

Evaluation:

Andrews and Miller's study supports the growing number

of workers who reject the concept of a major ice dome

centred over Hudson Bay and favor the concept of separate

ice centres. Their study, coupled with others, (Henderson,

1959; Prest, 1970; England, 1974; Shiltset aj., 1979)

suggests that there are a series of ice divides in the

eastern Arctic - one southwest of Hudson Bay in Keewatin

District and northeast of Hudson Bay on Baffin Island, and

another southeast of Hudson Bay in the Ungava District

(Figure 19B). Erratic distributions and geomorphic flow
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Figure 19. Models of ice flow and ice divides or domes for
Laurentide Ice Sheet. (A) Model of maximum ice extent, with
ice divide trending northwest across southern Hudson Bay.
(B) Complex ice sheet with several ice divides (Andrews and
Miller, 1979).
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indicators which suggest ice motions toward rather than

radially outward from Hudson Bay provided the impetus for

this shift in opinion. The presence of several ice'centres

precludes White's theory involving a single dome.

In addition, Andrews and Mi'tier's observation that

Paleozoic limestone is present in Cumberland Sound and

Frobisher Bay suggests that these embayments were

structurally and not glacially produced. Had the latter been

the case, the soft Paleozoic rocks would have been severely

eroded.

6.3.10 Shi Its et al., (1979), "Keewatin

Ice-Sheet-Reevaluation of the Traditional Concept of the

Laurentide Ice Sheet"

Based on analysis of several thousand till samples and

other glacial deposits from large parts of southern Keewatin

District, Shilts et aj.. (1979) reached the conclusions that

1) ice never flowed from Hudson Bay into the region from the

Manitoba border (lat. 60*N) northward at least to lat. 65"N,

2) westward-southwestward flow out of the Bay, probably from

a Labradorean dispersal center, interfaced with southward

and southeastward flowing ice from the Keewatin dispersal

center somewhere between Nelson River and Churchill, and, 3)

at least 300 Km of dispersal of distinctive erratics

observed from the vicinity of the last position of the

Keewatin Ice Divide to the present coast of Hudson Bay

required considerably more time than the 1000 to 3000 years
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that the Divide has traditionally been thought to have

existed (Figure 20). In fact, the Keewatin Ice Divide.and

its precursors represent the centers of an independent,

land-based sheet that probably existed throughout the period

of Wisconsin Glaciation.

Paleozoic rocks underlie much of Hudson Bay, while

northwest of Hudson Bay distinctive Precambrian rocks

outcrop. Between these two areas is the Keewatin Ice Divide.

By analysing the distribution of the erratics derived from

these two areas the conclusions given above were made.

Further, by estimating flow rates from data obtained from

active glaciers, the authors have demonstrated that the

distance of transport of certain erratics would have taken

longer than the 1000 to 300 years available during the time

that the Divide had previously been thought to have been

present.

Evaluation:

Intensive field work and a good data base have

demonstrated that ice did not center over Hudson Bay,

completely negating White's assumption of ice centering over

Hudson Bay and eroding the basin. Evidence is emerging that

the Shield area has supported several ice centres that

responded independently (see discussion on Andrews and

Miller's paper, 1979). Investigation of the Ungava-Labrador

ice centre had been previously conducted by Henderson

(1959), while the relationship between the Ellesmere Island
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Figure 20. Generalized ice-flow directions and dispersal of
Paleozoic erratics west of Hudson Bay (Shi Its et al., 19/9).
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and Greenland ice caps has been investigated by England

(1974). The multiple-centre concept is also supported by

Prest (1970).

It should be noted that Hudson Bay is underlain mostly

by Paleozoic rocks (Grant, 1969), a fact which enabled

Shi Its §_t aK to demonstrate that ice flow could not have

originated from Hudson Bay in the areas investigated. This

conclusion is supported by the presence of other ice-flow

direction indicators in the region (Craig, 1961; Blake,

1963).

6:4 Conclusions

White's theory of deep glacial erosion presumes that a I

great thicknesses of Paleozoic rocks were deposited over

Precambrian Shield rocks, b) Pleistocene glaciers were able

to erode deep into the Shield rocks, c) the ice center and

thickest ice was over Hudson Bay, and d) the greatest

erosion was in Hudson Bay. Although actual amounts of

erosion are never given, White suggests hundred of meters of

material were removed. Dent (1973) supports White, but he

also presents a theory that can be challenged by alternative

arguments.

The majority of writers refute White's conclusions.

Some authors present theories or ideas that challenge part

or all of White's idea that ice sheets have eroded deeply.

Some of the alternative theories appear more plausible than

White's by virtue of bring more hard evidence into their
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arguments. By only considering field evidence, White's

theory becomes untenable. Evidence shows that:

1. During long periods of Paleozoic and Mesozoic time,

material was not deposited over the Canadian Shield.

2. Many parts of the Canadian Shield area are overlain

by Paleozoic rocks, including the bottom of Hudson

Bay.

3. Pre-glacial regolith and weathering products are

present in places on the Canadian Shield.

4. Pre-glacial drainage networks are similar to those

of today, and are present in deep basins currently

occupied by lakes and bays.

5. Deep basins, such as the Great Lakes and Hudson Bay,

are structurally controlled and only modified by

glacial erosion.

6. The mineralogies of the oldest tills of North

America are derived from Shield rocks, some of which

are from near the present Paleozoic-Shield boundary.

7. Ice centers were located northwest of Hudson Bay

(Keewatin), east of Hudson Bay (Ungava-Labradori and

probably over Baffin and Ellesmere Island.

Deep glacial erosion, as suggested by White, did not

take place. Evidence suggests that there has been very

little glacial erosion over the Canadian Shield. Although

only minimum amounts can be measured, it appears that the

total amount does not exceed tens of meters.
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